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Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

Big Dipper wrote:
On the astrology part of the main website it says: "It is important and *ethical* that you do not reveal anything tragic to others you read for". What does that mean? Why can't we tell them?

Because astrology in general has ethics around it, simple as that.

If you see for example, fatality coming, and you tell a person who may die on whatever date 6 months from now, they may get on a drinking spree, three months earlier thinking they might die. This is one example.

They may or may not die depending on the accuracy of the prediction. But they may get harmed in other, unforeseen ways, and emotionally also.

The bigger the skill to predict and to see deeply (bestowed by advancement, the Gods, and going deeper into astrology), one's ethical scale also has to raise. Ethics in Satanism are not like the empty things of the enemy. On our side, responsibility is though important, since the Gods care to help us.

Astrologers have to have a moral compass and want to help others do better, not worse. Like doctors and other similar professions.

Another moral thing is to not play uselessly smart. There are astrologers who act close-minded and they have no occult knowledge to help other people and/or no major insight besides computational abilities.

In this, knowledge can be a curse, as blessings and damnation may be seen, without the ability for one to be able to act. This can be deadly and very depressing. Astrologers who go very far without spiritual knowledge always somehow lose their lives or minds.

Months ago I was reading online about a US military-engaged soldier. He saw in his astrology a tragic accident happening during the time of his deployment in some overseas mission. The accident that would happen would be related to an explosion. He was not a pro, but he saw this coming along the lines.

Eventually, he got blown into an explosion, around the dates where he predicted, and lost half his body motor skills, exactly as the fatalities had predicted. After he ended service, he managed to sit and get deeper in astrology. He found even more solid proof that this was to happen, down to the very minute of the event.
The above is a tragedy and fate has a lot of these, serving everyone and everything fateful events.

If he had spiritual knowledge or was a Satanist, he could have prevented this fatality, or he could find some other way to solve it. Many times, fate can be fully definitive, but occult knowledge and power can help tremendously.

He could have found, for example, a counter aspect, that would act to his protection. However, fate can be serious and damning in many cases. Rarely humans have a choice.

In other words, one has to be good at what one does, or just say the truth that they are learning etc. Haphazardly done, sloppiness, lack of knowledge, and other things, can be very detrimental to astrology.

High-level astrology is very serious for everyone involved. Does one do haphazardly or for fast production a neurosurgery? One is a criminal to do this.

One more form of ethics would also be to not use astrology to lie for personal obscene reasons. A horrid example I know here wanted to have sex with a woman. They tried to lie to her that her astrology was "that of a prostitute" and that it was "necessary for them to engage in this", only because this convoluted mind wanted to have sex with her. Unmanly and disgusting. There were of course no such "decided" aspects that certainly meant this.

Gods that deal with astrology also deal with general astrological ethics.

They also have some standards in bestowing major knowledge along these very lines. They expect it will be handled wisely. Astrology is a divine spiritual science.
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